as well as a fine chance, of filling in the gaps of history and Gordon legend left by the Elizabethans—beside the rehandling of Bottomlty such themes as the Jeanne d'Arc one which only now could explains receive proper treatment: for to tell a nation of its past and its significance seems to me one of the great functions of a theatre.
I am rather aghast, now I have done it, at the length and volubility with which I have poured out the seesaw of my mind all over you: I meant to do it in half a page when I began. Most of all, I hope you won't think I intend it as an apologia: we are all nowadays
Midway between two worlds, one dead, The other powerless to be born.
and I have set all this down to receive your comment: if you let the wind out of it I shall be so much nearer to the truth I seek.
Speaking of letting the wind out reminds me of the unbounded and recurrent joy which I had lately from your brother's performance of the operation upon a parasitic pretender in the new number of Theatre-Craft. It is a masterly, delicate performance,1 compounded of aplomb and absolute certainty of touch, with one of those two-edged rapiers that go through a man and come out at the back without his knowing it.
The other week I spent a day with L. Haward at the Manchester Gallery. He took us into the dishevelled part of the gallery where he was hanging a new exhibition; and the first thing I saw was a portrait of John which I was sure must be by you. It is a veritable presence, the actual, vivid, living John.
We were then on our way to Buxton. As we came home again we made an opportunity to see the Madox Brown frescoes in the Manchester Town Hall. How noble and vital and essential they are; it filled me with delight to see so much new work all at once by that beloved and revered painter; 1 My brother Albert Rutherston. 127

